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The programmes of the Foundation in 2017
In 2017 the Foundation implemented the following programs:
• Green Spaces (2 components) - Urban Green Spaces and Protected Areas
• Development of Ecotourism Destinations in Romania - Green Entrepreneurship
• Community Foundations - Challenge Grant Program
• Swiss-Romanian Cooperation Program
• NGO Fund
• Transylvania Authentica

Grants statistics 2017
Programs

Number of
received
projects

Green Spaces Award
Urban Green Spaces
Green Spaces - Protected Areas
Green Entrepreneurship - Consolidation
Other

Number of
granted
projects

49
58
8
2
117

Approved
amount RON

2
27
23
7
2
61

18.625,32
216.974,60
441.949,80
1.673.561,63
40.970,00
2.392.081,35
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Total grants/ 18 years
- 1.147 granted projects
- 54.400.000,00 RON awarded amount
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Green Spaces Program
The Romanian Environmental Partnership Foundation together with MOL Romania continued
the already traditional program in 2017, too. The program is already at it’s 12th edition.
Just as in the previous years, applications could be submitted under one of the two
components of the program: Urban Green Spaces and Natural Protected Areas.
The maximum amount that could be obtained for a project aiming the rehabilitation or creation
of urban green spaces was RON 9.000. In the case of projects under the Natural Protected
Areas component, the maximum funding level was RON 20.000.
In 2017, 50 projects were funded with a total amount of RON 660.000.
Within the Urban Green Space component, there were funded projects with the aim of
rehabilitation or establishment of green spaces and of raising awareness about environmental
issues through ecological education activities among local communities.
A few important aspects and results of the Urban Green Space component:
- 85 received applications
- 27 granted projects
- RON 216.974,00 awarded amount
- 21. 413 m2 of green areas created or rehabilitated
- 4.751 trees and shrubs planted
- 8.333 flowers planted
- 9.243 participants and 1.475 volunteers involved in the projects’ activities
- 169 environmental education activities implemented
Within the Natural Protected Areas component funding was granted for projects which
promote and bring to the attention of the public the importance of protected areas in Romania
in order to improve the level of knowledge about this topic among the local communities.
A few important aspects and results of the Natural Protected Areas component:
- 58 received applications
- 23 granted projects
- RON 441.949,00 awarded amount
- 19 Junior Ranger Camps organized
- 197 ecological education activities (presentations, contests, excursions and exhibitions)
implemented
- 31 edited publications
- 98 information panels placed out in the protected areas
- 8 thematic paths created
- 3 thematic paths rehabilitated
- 7.052 participants and 798 volunteers involved in the projects’ activities
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The winners of the Green Spaces Award 2017
The winner of the 2017 Green Spaces Award of the Urban Green Spaces component: Inventis
Association
The "Fragrant Green Garden" project aimed to rehabilitate and embellish the green space
belonging to the Kindergarten no. 6 from Bistrita and to educate children about the
environment.
During the project implementation, more than 200 children participated in the environmental
education activities organized in the kindergarten’s yard, like: - practical lessons;
- landscaping and maintenance activities on the green area (planting 44 trees / shrubs and 203
flowers, and placing 8 benches on the 200 square meter yard);
- gardening activities;
- at the inauguration of the green area as well as the cleaning and greening of the central park
in Bistrita;
In addition to the children, 17 teachers, 12 educators and 10 volunteers from the Inventis
Association participated in the project that resulted spectacular changes.
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The winner of the 2017 Green Spaces Award of the Protected Areas component:
ProPark Foundation
The 2017 Award of the Protected Areas component was offered to the project entitled “Brasov,
the city in the middle of nature” and it aimed to promote the protected areas of Brasov County.
This year, the project hosted the Week of Protected Areas for the third time, consisting of
various interactive environmental education activities with approximately 500 participants.
14 activities were organized during the one-week event, including excursions to protected
areas; a film about the protected areas of Brasov County was presented; the public was invited
for discussions about environmental issues and exhibitions and interactive environmental
education activities for children were also organized.
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Development of Ecotourism Destinations in Romania - Green Entrepreneurship 2
Goal: to enhance and to support the establishment and consolidation of a country wide
ecotourism network that will contribute to local sustainable development and nature
conservation.
Funder: Romanian-American Foundation
- 2 grants, approximately $ 1.6 Billion
Period of implementation: 1st July 2014 – 30th September 2019
Technical Partner: Association of Ecotourism in Romania
The 7 destinations:

2017 represented an important milestone regarding the development of the 7 destinations:







So far:





The destinations became more “visible” as a result of the multiple promotion and
marketing activities implemented. One of the best proofs in this sense is represented by
the largest number of media appearances/year (more than 200) since the program
implementation was started.
A monitoring process of the tourism phenomena in the Hateg - Retezat destination was
implemented. This will be implemented in the other destinations as well.
Trainings for the destination managers were organized
The destinations were present at national and international fairs
A study-tour for mayors from Mara-Cosau destination was organized to Neusiedler
destination in Austria

431 local entrepreneurs are benefiting of this program
191 products and services are enrolled under the umbrella of the destinations
35 eco-tourism type start-ups
107 new jobs were created due to the destinations’ developments
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Swiss-Romanian Cooperation Programme (SRCP)
In 2010, Switzerland committed supporting Romania in its endeavour of reducing the economic
and social disparities existing between Romania and other countries of the European Union, and
contribute within Romania to the reduction of economic and social disparities between the
dynamic urban centres and the structurally weaker peripheral regions.
The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation selected a consortium formed by KEK-CDC
Consultants, The Civil Society Development Foundation (CSDF) and the Romanian Environmental
Partnership Foundation (REPF) as the Swiss Intermediate Body for managing and administrating
the Partnership and Expert Fund (TF PF) and the Thematic Fund for Civil Society Participation (TF
CSP).
The Foundation is responsible for the Environmental Component of the Thematic Fund for Civil
Society Participation and for the administration of the environmental projects approved under
the Partnership Thematic Fund.
The financed projects have increased the organisational capacity of the NGOs and the institutions
involved. Numerous new strategies and working tools have been developed, enhancing the level
of expertise of NGO staff. Programme partners also report an increased capacity for advocacy
and policy making, which are crucial for civil society organisations to play an active role in the
development of the country.

Important figures related to the Thematic Funds:
Partnership and Expert Fund
- a total of 40 projects were granted with CHF 7.990.612,29
- the Foundation is administrating 8 out of the 40 projects - totalling CHF 1.731.770,32
- out of 8 projects, 6 are finalized, with an absorption rate of 96,36%
Civil Society Participation Fund
- a total of 94 projects were granted with CHF 9.849.191,07
- the Foundation is administrating the Environmental component with 30 granted projects totalling CHF 2.024.029,79
- 18 projects are already closed, the remaining 12 projects are under implementation
- absorption rate at the end of 2017: 92,93%
Communication campaign 2017 – Romanian stories told with Swiss precision
Five years after launching the Block Grants schemes CSP and PF and about 80 finalized projects
later (and others still under implementation), the Swiss-Romanian Cooperation Programme
(SRCP) brought important changes in a transitioning society, where the public institutions, rule
of law and democratic values are in process of consolidation in order to be properly put in place.
The main objective of the campaign was to raise public awareness regarding the benefits that
SRCP, has brought to Romania. Secondly, the goal was to present the results, success stories and
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highlights of the projects financed through the SRCP, through a series of events and activities
designed and adapted to the various audiences.
More than all, the campaign wanted to tell stories. It wanted to promote the organisations,
practitioners that have contributed in the development of Romania, it wanted to find the people
that made a difference in the community where they live, based on values and principles such as
responsibility, unity, positivity, creativity, cooperation, accountability.
This year, having SRCP as the main partner, NGOFest (organized by CSDF) took place in Bucharest
(June 17 – 18), Iasi (June 24) and Cluj-Napoca (July 1st), more than 200 NGOs from Romania,
Switzerland and the Republic of Moldova participated. Over 30.000 visitors have attended over
250 activities, debates, civic artistic acts or informal meetings during the event.
The “Romanian stories told with Swiss Precision” campaign were a big part of the event. With a
special multimedia project (2 short documentaries, a special album, an interactive photo
exhibition), a lounge, special guided tours, promotional materials and a strong promotion
campaign, SRCP was the most visible segment of the event. With this occasion was launched the
special album named “10 Romanian stories told with Swiss precision” comprising all of the 10
articles published by a well-known blogger in Romania – Cristian Florea
(https://cristianflorea.ro/)

Long-term Sustainability of Community Foundations in Romania
Working Reserve Challenge Program
The community foundation movement has a history of almost 10 years in Romania. The
movement includes at this moment 16 functioning community foundations, in different stages
of development, ranging from well established, almost 10 years old foundations to the ones that
were very recently established and as such just started their operations.
The geographic coverage of the currently existing community foundations shows that they
cover/serve 46% of the population of Romania.

Geographical coverage of CFs in Romania (source ARC)
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Community Foundations are becoming more and more active centres for local philanthropy by
providing a platform for the engagement of good variety of private donors in fostering
community development. The more advanced ones already act as innovative and independent
local funders, responding to local needs and opportunities, balancing the interests of various
stakeholders and by that they start to play an important role in local development.
In order to make community foundations sustainable on long-term and in order to fulfil their
local grantmaker and community developer role they have to start considering to initiate the
building of long-term working reserves.
Objectives of the program
 To support the fundraising efforts of 10-16 Romanian community foundations to raise $1
million and create long – term working reserves, and by that enhance/improve their long
term financial sustainability
 To provide matching grants to the participating community foundations for the amount
of up to $1 million
 To support the collaborative effort to reach the target of $3 million (cumulatively) as longterm working reserves of the Romanian community foundations by the end of September
2022
 To cooperate with the Romanian-American Foundation, the Federation of Romanian
Community Foundations and the Association for Community Relations in order to
coordinate the efforts for achieving the above listed objectives during the program
duration

NGO Fund
(Donor states: Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein)
In 2017 the programme came to the end. Throughout 2013-2017, under the Outcome Increased
contribution to sustainable development achieved which was administrated by REPF 42 projects
were funded.
The most important results that worth to be mentioned are the following:
 Over 20,000 people became more responsible towards their environment through
different types of activities: collection of used cooking oil; tree planting for the
rehabilitation of erosion affected areas or for creating ecological corridors; identification
and conservation of traditional vegetable seeds; identification of sustainable methods of
grassland management; promotion of an environmental friendly lifestyle and promotion
of natural and cultural heritage; involvement of local community members in raising
awareness about the importance of birds in a stable ecosystem and in placing out artificial
nests and feeders for birds; reducing the amount of the plastic bottles disposed; in
biodiversity conservation (protecting of birds, bats), in taking action by signing petitions
against deforestation, mining etc.
 Over 43,000 teachers and students were involved in environmental education activities
such as open-air interactive courses, environmental education camps for youth,
workshops improving teachers’ knowledge and creative, interactive teaching skills.
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Sustainable development of the rural area was approached in 13 projects, the ecotourism
being one of the key tools. Communities were made aware about the existence of their
rich cultural and natural heritage and how these assets can be utilized for their benefits.
Also, for the main stakeholders’ trainings, workshops and thematic meetings were
organized for improving tourism services, reducing their impact on environment and
present ecotourism concept. Ecotourism visiting infrastructure was developed and
rehabilitated in several protected areas of Romania. Thanks to these projects, in the
targeted micro-regions, ecotourism is becoming a powerful tool for the development of
sustainable local economies in a responsible manner, with minimum impact on the
environment.
To stop illegal and environment harming activities (mining, - illegal forest exploitation,
green space destruction) and for enforcement of environmental related law, watchdog
and advocacy activities were implemented that leaded to several lawsuits and visible
campaigns.
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List of granted projects 2017
Green Spaces Program – Urban Green Spaces component
EDUPRO Association, Petrosani – Healthy children in a healthy environment
The aim of the project is to embellish the green space within the Primary School nr. 2
schoolyard by planting trees, ornamental trees and flowers on an area of 3.626 m2. 8,999.00
RON
Anya Foundation, Craiova – Recycle – we are small but powerful!
This project aims at raising awareness of environmental issues arising from non-compliance
with environmental legislation regarding the selective collection and packaging waste and the
education of pre-schoolers in the spirit of environmentally friendly behavior through direct
participation in waste collection. 8,900.00 RON
Parents’ Association of Baia Sprie, Baia Sprie – The green oasis of my school yard
The goal of the project is to set up a green space in the schoolyard of the elementary school
belonging to Technical Collage Baia Sprie by promoting environment protection activities
among students, their parents and among other members of the community. 7,836.00 RON
"Palaria si bastonul" Association, Bucharest – Childhood Garden
The project aims to raise awareness among students, their family members, teachers and the
staff of the „Adrian Păunescu” School and also among other community members about the
negative consequences of pollution, and to organize ecological educational campaigns.
9,000.00 RON
Association for Social Involvement, Education and Culture (AISEC) Bucharest – Nature in my
school
The goal of the project is to rehabilitate the playground of the „Saint Mary” Special Secondary
School for the Deaf and to facilitate the access of students to a green space, created for
environmental and educational activities. 6,611.00 RON
Association Cultura si Educatie Destine in Formare, Timisoara – At AUTO we plant the future
The aim of the project is to landscape in a creative manner the green space in the school
compound and to promote an environmentally responsible behavior trough the students’
direct and active involvement in carrying out practical activities. 7,200.00 RON
Parents’ Association Baia-Sprie School nr. 2, Baia Sprie - Let’s love nature!
The project wishes to provide a positive example to younger generations in which we put our
hope and whose value system is declining under the influence of a material-governed society in
which we rarely meet altruism or love for the beauty that surrounds us. 8,447.00 RON
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Association Ecosportiva Sufletul Hasmasului, Balan – Green Environment for Lecture
The goal of the project is to raise awareness of elementary school students towards
environmental issues through their involvement in rehabilitation and subsequent maintenance
of a green area as a green lecture space. 8,775.00 RON
Pro Mediu Teleorman Association, Alexandria – Healthy, in a healthy environment
The project is intending to promote the concept of volunteering, through developing nonformal educational methods regarding ecological education, with the support and the
involvement of the stakeholders of the community (City Hall, local institutions, NGOs,
economical agents, etc.) 8,800.00 RON
Association "Pupazan Marius Daniel pentru Integrarea Persoanelor cu Dizabilitati, Calnic –
We care
The goal of the project is the landscaping and rehabilitation of a green space by planting
flowers, shrubs and native trees in the kindergarten’s courtyard and the rehabilitation of the
playground with environmental friendly materials. 9,000.00 RON
"ARIEL" Association, Braila – Eco Kindergarten "Brandusa"
The project aims the education of an eco-civic behavior of children, parents and local
community towards nature, their involvement in the improvement, maintenance and
protection of green areas from the courtyard of "Brandusa" Kindergarten from Braila city by
developing ecological educational activities. 7,894.60 RON
Inceptus Romania Association, Cluj Napoca – Green for education
The aim of the project is to arrange the green space within the Avram Iancu School and to
increase the level of ecological education of 150 pupils. 9,000.00 RON
INVENTIS Association, Alba Iulia – Scented green Garden
The project’s main goal is to restore and embellish the green space belonging to the Full day
Kindergarten nr. 6 from Bistrita and to strengthen children’ knowledge regarding ecological
education. 9,000.00 RON
Eco-Mountain Transylvania Association, Oradea – Green Heart – ecological education garden
This project intends to find optimal solutions for students' awareness in preventing and solving
environmental problems and promoting positive attitudes towards protecting and knowing the
environment. 6,964.00 RON
Muntzomani Association, Baia Mare – Time for nature
The aim of the project is to set up a green space in the school for interdisciplinary development
in terms of non-formal environmental education. 8,865.00 RON
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Asociaţia Bravo Events, Iasi – Green space in our kindergarten
This project intends to refurbish the courtyard of the kindergarten in order to use it for
educational purposes, thus improving the quality of education and stimulating the target group
by engaging in ecological activities. 8,970.00 RON
Club Pro Democratia Association, Targu Neamt – E-count
The aim of the project is to create a space for learning and recreation activities at the Vasile
Conta High School Targu Neamt, in an adequate, natural frame by arranging a space of 612
square meters and performing an optional Environmental Education course. 7,612.00 RON
Project Pro Europa Association, Vatra Molodovitei – Morning glory garden – experiential
learning educational park
This project aims to create a recreational space of 1,000 m2, designed for children and young
people protected in the social establishment and for their conscious and active learning
through experience. 8,975.00 RON
Bihor - Hajdu-Bihar Euro-region Foundation Oradea, Oradea – Learning how to protect the
nature
The purpose of this project is to raise awareness toward the importance of nature protection
through the ecological education of children and the refurbishment of the green space within
the kindergarten. 6,999.00 RON
Octavian Goga National College Parents’ Association, Miercurea Ciuc – Nature is my home
The aim of the project is the rehabilitation of the Octavian Goga National College’s schoolyard
by transforming an unused land into an educational space which would increase pupils’ interest
in studying scientific disciplines. 4,881.00 RON
Muntzomani Association, Baia Mare – Eco synergies
This project aims at setting up an area in the school for the purpose of educational-recreational
synergy, in terms of non-formal environmental education. 8,800.00 RON
Brasov Metropolitan Agency for Sustainable Development, Brasov – Planting ideas for the
future
The aim of the project is to increase the quality of life of 177 pupils from High School No. 5, by
setting up a green area in the concrete yard of the school. 5,490.00 RON
Turoczi Mozes Association, Targu Secuiesc – The right way is the green way
This project aims to continue the rehabilitation of the existing green spaces in the school yard,
to provide a space for children's play and recreation and to set up a sports ground. 8,699.60
RON
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Parents’ Association Dr. Aurel Vlad, Orastie – Setting-up the schoolyard with green plots and
spaces for recreation
The project’s goal is to set up green areas in the schoolyard with grass, flowers and trees by
actively and voluntarily involving students, their parents and school staff in educational and
recreational interest in modifying the quality of the green spaces. 9,000.00 RON
"Mesevar" Association, Cristuru Secuiesc – Little ecologists in the Fairy Tale Garden
The goal of this project is to form a positive, ecological and responsible attitude towards nature
among today’s preschoolers who are the adults of the future, through an educational, aesthetic
and natural environment and through ecological activities. 8,013.40 RON
Alma Mater Foundation, Oradea – Shadow Garden
The project aims at creating a unique green space in Bihor County, which stimulates students to
spend their free time in an open and plant-rich space and to organize an ecological education
course. 9,000.00 RON

Green Spaces Program – Protected Areas component
Natura Transilvaniei Association, Cluj Napoca – With short and tall, we protect the forest
The project aims the improving the level of acceptance and appreciation of Natura 2000 sites
Fagetul Clujului - Valea Morii, Somesu Rece and Padurea Runc Reserve among the local
communities and tourists that visit these areas and also the raising awareness of people, in
general, about the necessity of the existence of the protected areas. 20,000.00 RON
Camena Ecological Tourism Association, Lazu – The Geopark – Our sweet home
The goal of the project is to increase the understanding and appreciation of nature and of the
National Protected Area of Mehedinti Plateau Geopark by the young people from Mehedinti.
19,792.00 RON
ECOTOP Foundation, Oradea – Nature and community
This project aims the sustainable use of natural heritage of the Natura 2000 ROSCI0220
Săcuieni site, through promotional and educational activities and local community involvement
activities. 19,920.00 RON
Center for Education for Sustainable Development Association, Borlesti – Bridges between
nature and people in Mostistea Valley
This project’s goal is to increase the visibility of natural and anthropic values of the Natura 2000
site ROSPA0105 - Mostistea Valley, through non-formal educational activities, expedition visits
to the site, performing support materials for education and organizing meetings with local
community members. 19,875.00 RON
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Drag de Hateg Association, Densus – Andesite’s Andi’s jurnay through protected areas and
international Geoparks
The project is intending to Increase the level of visibility and importance of national and
international protected areas among the local community of Hateg County Dinosaur Geopark.
19,562.50 RON
Wild Roots Association, Hunedoara – The Rocks House, visiting and informal educational
point in Hateg Country Dinosaurs Geopark
The goal of the project is to raise awareness of Hateg Country Dinosaurs Geopark locals and
visitors on the importance of the relationship between geodiversity and biodiversity in the
nature conservation activities. 19,882.30 RON
EcoLogic Association, Baia Mare – Treasures of Gutai-Creasta Cocoşului protected area
The project is intending to promote the values of Gutai-Creasta Cocoşului protected area
aiming to increase its acceptance within the local communities by involving the schools and its
custodian. 20,000.00 RON
Aqua Crisius Association, Oradea – Protected areas for the future
This project intends to involve 12 schools in the promotion of the Iadei Valley site with a new
thematic route, the placement of three information panels related to the Petea protected areas
and to raise awareness of at least 1000 children from 12 communities through Junior Ranger
activities and performing a Junior Ranger workbook. 19,960.00 RON
Summit Association, Arad – Environmental education and volunteering in Godeanu
Mountains
Through this project it is aimed to develop ecological knowledge among young people, along
with intense media coverage of the results as to introduce the concepts promoted by those
who practice tourism in the nature. 20,000.00 RON
Gyilkosto – Adventure Association, Gheorgheni – Junior Rangers discover legends of Cheile
Bicazului – Hasmas National Park
The aim of the project is to promote, increase the level of acceptance of NPCB-H and to
cultivate the idea of responsibility for nature of local communities, especially of young people,
by involving them in the activities of NPCB-H for biodiversity and nature conservation and
specific educational activities. 19,993.00 RON
Eco-Țurțudan Brezoi Mountain Tourism Association, Brezoi – Knowing and protecting the
natural site UNESCO National Park Cozia
The goal of the project is the better information of the stakeholders of the Cozia National Park
area about the importance of the virgin and secular beech forests of this protected area,
declared UNESCO World Heritage Site - the common natural heritage of Europe. 19,150.00 RON
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ACCENT GeoEcological Association, Brasov – Apor bastion – nature and history
The project aims the involving of citizens in the protection and enhancement of the natural and
cultural heritage that brings revenue to the local community, without adversely affecting the
natural landscape, leads to greater respect for its values and incorporates cultural values of the
region. 20,000,00 RON
Conservation Carpathia Association, Brasov – Forest history
This project is intending to promote the biodiversity of the protected area by addressing the
theme through the historical perspective and by resorting to emotional elements meant to
make sensitive the local population and to increase the level of acceptance of the protected
area with consequences in reducing the negative anthropic impact. 17,100.00 RON
Ecosilvex 2000 Piatra Neamt Foundation, Piatra Neamt – The European bison’s stories
The project’s goal is to promote the Vanatori Neamt National Park among local communities
and the general public by engaging students in activities related to the Park Day, while
simultaneously enhancing the sense of belonging, increasing the level of acceptance of the
protected area and the active involvement of stakeholders. 16,902.00 RON
R.Y.M.A. Association, Alba Iulia – Junior Ranger – Learning and having fun in nature
The goal of the project is to promote and raise awareness of the importance of protected
natural areas by combining smartphone educational applications with Junior Ranger type
recreational activities, addressed to the children in Alba Iulia and in the communities
surrounding the Natura 2000 Trascau sites. 19,861.00 RON
Transylvanian Carpathian Society, Satu Mare – The Protected Area is mine, too – partnership
for the conservation of the natural values from the Tur River Protected Areas
The project aims to raise a generation that will be partner in the conservation of the natural
values of the managed protected areas. 19,850.00 RON
Societatea Ecologică AQUATERRA, București – Friends of ecology – inside the protected area
ROSCI0365 – Moldova River between Paltinoasa and Rusi
This project is intending to raise awareness and to increase the acceptance level of the
importance of natural ecosystems by the communities in the ROSCI0365 area - Moldova River
between Paltinoasa and Rusi. 12,997,00 RON
POTAISSA Foundation, Turda – Discover the protected areas of the Aries Valley
The goal of the project is to emphasize the potential of Trascau Natura 2000 sites, by
developing educational and interpretative tools and methods for organizing activities meant to
discover and protect nature. 19,790.00 RON
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Altitudine Association Banat branch, Timisoara – Junior Ranger Camp in the Natura 2000 site
Tarcu Mountains
The aim of the project is to promote the natural and cultural values of the Natura 2000 Tarcu
Mountains and the involvement of the junior rangers with a group of biologists, artists and
sportsmen in raising awareness and promotion activities of the protected area. 20,000.00 RON
Association for the Conservation of Biological Diversity, Focsani – Focus Nature – Merisor
Forest – Zatuan and Siretul Floodplain
The project is intending to change the visitors’ negative attitude towards nature and educate
them in the spirit of protecting nature in the protected areas Merisor Forest –Zatuan and
Siretul Floodplain by creating a thematic trail, organizing sport events and involving citizens in
conservation activities. 18,985.00 RON
„Club Speo Bucovina” Speleological Foundation, Suceava – The story of the Canyon at the
feet of Rarau Mountains
The project aims to raise the level of awareness and acceptance of the school communities
surrounding the protected area regarding the importance of protecting and preserving the
Moara Draculu Gorge in the Rarau Mountains. 20,000.00 RON
ProPark Foundation for Protected Areas, Brasov – Brasov, the city in the middle of nature
The project is aiming to promote the natural protected areas from Brasov County by organizing
public awareness events and developing communication instruments. 19,900.00 RON
Snagov Foundation, Snagov - rediscover the natural heritage of the Snagov Zone, Romania's
largest natural lake - as eco-tourism destination for weekends
The project aims to re-bring eco-tourists to the Snagov area by completing the Visitor Center
infrastructure, attractions and items displayed at the headquarters and the 2 thematic circuits,
as well as a more consistent promotion. 18,430.00 RON

Green Entrepreneurship 2 - Strengthening the ecotourism destinations in
Romania Component
ACCENT GeoEcological Organization, Brasov - Increasing the visibility of the Baile Tusnad
ecotourism destination and the surroundings
This project aims to develop and promote the Baile Tusnad ecotourism destination and its
surroundings, to bring incomes to the local community without negatively affecting the natural
landscape, to increase the respect for its values and incorporate the specific cultural and
traditional values of the area. 59,994.00 USD
Association of Ecotourism in Romania, Brasov - Ecotourism in Romania: from figures to facts
The project aims at developing a set of marketing and product development policies for the 7
18

ecotourism destinations according to the visitor profile and the destination based on the actual
results from current field studies available in the second half of 2018, valid on a 3-year period,
to improve the performance of the DMO in relation to the local network by developing an
annual action plan and monitoring its achievement, increasing the reputation of the ecotourism
destination network on national and international level through offline and online targeting
activities. 60,000.00 USD
Association Center for Protected Areas and Sustainable Development Bihor, Oradea Strengthening the Padurea Craiului eco-tourism destination
The aim of the project is to improve the promotion of Pădurea Craiului ecotourism destination
by performing the marketing plan, promoting the tourism offer and developing the DMO
management capacity. 59,994.00 USD
EcoLogic Association, Baia Mare - Marketing of the Mara-Cosau-Creasta Cocosului destination
The project’s goal is to improve the promotion, communication and marketing of the
destination by improving the communication of the tourism offer of the destination, increasing
the visibility of the destination on the responsible tourism market, improving the digital
marketing, and maintaining the functionality of the visiting infrastructure. 60,000.00 USD
Mioritics Association, Constanta - Increasing the promoting capacity of the Transylvanian
Highlands destination
The purpose of the project is to allow additional allocation of resources in order to achieve the
communication objectives of the destination by strengthening the proposed umbrella brand,
but also by promoting it professionally on the national and international tourism markets,
without losing sight of the continuation of the efforts to aggregate and facilitate the
development of ecotourism within the destination; to develop the destination of the
Transylvanian Highlands through ecotourism, and also, that the protected area (the largest
Natura 2000 continental site in Romania) to become a recognized and respected value by the
local communities, a best practice in the tourism management. 60,000.00 USD
Retezat Tourism Association, Hateg - Discover the eco-tourism destination Hateg CountryRetezat
The project aims the development and promotion of the Hateg Country-Retezat area as a
unique ecotourism destination, officially recognized by the National Tourism Authority,
focusing on the promotion of cultural and natural values, infrastructure development and
tourism products in a responsible way, with respect and attention to nature and the direct
involvement of local communities. 59,990.00 USD
Tara Dornelor Ecological Association, Saru Dornei - Marketing for the eco-tourism destination
Dornelor Country
Through the implementation of the project the Tara Dornelor will become a well-known
ecotourism destination, by promoting the local nature and culture as essential elements of the
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tourism image and by developing ecotourism activities that will contribute to the preservation
of nature, increasing the quality of ecotourism services and the tourism attractiveness of the
area, supporting the sustainable development of the local communities. 59,913.52 USD
Bison Land Association, Tirgu Neamt - Consolidation of the Bison Land ecotourism destination
The project contributes to the promotion of the ecotourism destination, the development of
ecotourism activities that will contribute to the support of nature conservation, to the increase
of the quality of ecotourism services and tourism attractiveness of the area, and to the changes
in the mentality and behavior of the stakeholders. 59,996.00 USD

Other projects 2017
Association of Ecotourism in Romania, Brasov – Small project
The main purpose of this funding is to increase the visibility of ecotourism and ecotourism
products in Romania on the Austrian and European markets by participating in the Vienna fair.
17,270.00 RON
Ecologic Association, Baia Mare – Study visit to Neusiedl See
This amount was granted to increase the integrated planning capacity for sustainable
development of the local public authorities in the Eco Maramureş destination (Mara-CosăuCreasta Cocoş area). 23,700.00 RON
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Financial Reports 2017
Incomes 2017
Incomes

Type and source of incomes

Incomes from non-profit activities
Aids and grants
- Romanian-American Foundation
- Swiss-Romanian Cooperation Program
- ARC
- MOTT
Incomes and sponsorships
- MOL Romania
- IVG 2016 - 2%
Interest
- deposit account
Exchange difference
Income from asset disposal
- sale of real estate and car
Other incomes from non-profit activities
Incomes from economic activities
Fiscal value
- Project "Strengthening C.S. in Romania"
- Management services NGO Fund
- books selling
- Transylvania Authentica membership
fee
Exchange difference
Total incomes

RON
4 767 994.87
3 700 320.37
1 296 425.75
2 361 124.97
0.00
42 769.65
814 703.49
813 918.00
785.49
4 295.35
4 295.35
91 902.96
131 495.80
131 495.80
25 276.90
469 397.61
456 976.69
144 953.53
304 610.61
4 500.00

USD
322 909.12
322 909.12
313 437.20
0.00
0.00
9 471.92
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

EUR
1 307.81
1 307.81
0.00
0.00
0.00
1 307.81
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
67 105.69
67105.69
0.00
67 105.69
0.00

CHF
568 503.25
568 503.25
0.00
568 503.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
35 579.77
35 579.77
35 579.77
0.00
0.00

2 912.55
12 420.92
5 237 392.48

0.00
0.00
322 909.12

0.00
0.00
68 413.50

0.00
0.00
604 083.02
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Expenses 2017
Budget chapters

from:

Total expenses

Grants
Salaries
Utilities
Communication
Office supplies
Publications, marketing
Equipment
Transport
Other
Board
Soft
Training grantees
Staff training
Projects
Protocol
TOTAL

4 381 484.05
540 634.00
22 644.67
9 750.44
12 583.95
2 030.00
133 184.21
51 666.44
85 498.71
0.00
0.00
1 351.11
154.70
30 826.30
5 537.92
5 276 346.50

non-profit
4 381 484.05
321 057.00
15 381.45
6 277.26
11 322.36
0.00
14 658.99
29 906.53
139 213.41
0.00
0.00
1 351.11
154.70
28 126.30
5 537.92
4 954 471.08

economic
0.00
219 577.00
6 263.22
3 473.18
1 261.59
2 030.00
118 525.22
21 759.91
-53 714.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2 700.00
0.00
321 875.42

Balance sheet as of: 31.12.2017
A. Fixed assets
II. Tangible assets
III. Financial assets
Total fixed assets
B. Circulating assets
I. Claims
II. Short term investments
III. Cash and bank accounts
Total circulating assets
C. Expenses registered in advance
D. Current liabilities

J. Capital and reserve

381 I. Capital
438 518 II. Reevaluation reserve
438 899

III. Reserve
IV. Earned surplus

490 824 V. Year surplus
0
Profit
7 222 652
Surplus distribution
7 713 476

Total

200
2 127
4 345 341
2 065 214
186 476
147 522
0
6 373 928

160 616
216 094

E. Total assets minus current

6 373 928

I. Liabilities

1 722 969
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Human resources
Our leadership
Marius Cosmeanu – president – journalist
Zsuzsa Foltányi – member - strategic adviser - Hungarian Environmental Partnership
Foundation
László Potozky – member - Director - Romanian Environmental Partnership Foundation
Erika Kocsis – member

Staff of the foundation
László Potozky – Director
Csilla Dániel – Deputy Director
Enikő Bándi – Program manager
Andrea Cseke – Program manager
Katalin Kovács – Program manager
Edit Tamás – Program manager
Csilla Péter – Program manager
Erzsébet Kovács – Office coordinator
Ilona Bajkó – Accountant

Contacts
RO 530120 Miercurea Ciuc, str. Arsenalului nr. 13
Județul Harghita, ROMANIA
Tel / Fax: +40-266-310678
E-mail: office@repf.ro
http://www.repf.ro
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